Branded Apps - powered by Glassboxx®

This document outlines the customisable elements of your branded app. There will be slight variations in the design between iOS and Android.

- Changeable elements
- User feature description

Change the logo appearing here
Please supply logo as:
- Ai or EPS file
- or high quality PSD or PNG (transparent background) - in RGB, 72ppi resolution

Change the login screen background image
This background image will also appear on the splash screen

Login screen

Change the colour of the login button

Change the colour of the footer
Search bar, so users can find anything they’re looking for. This background image will also appear on the splash screen.

Sort function so users can filter results.

Users can expand the lists to view the whole collection.

Here’s how the Discover tab is presented on Android menus.

Discover screen

Carousels listed by category

Navigation menu